Let G be a finite group with elements g u g 2 , , g n . Let x u x 2 , , x n be variables and let X be an n x n matrix whose (i, j) element is x k where k is determined by g k = g^gj 1 . We say X is a group matrix for G. In this paper we study group matrices which have rational integers as elements. We call a matrix M integral if its elements are rational integers, unimodular if the determinant of M -detΛf = ±1, symmetric if M -M τ where M τ is the transpose of M. We let Λf * denote the complex conjugate of M τ . The words positive, definite, symmetric, integral, unimodular are abbreviated as p, d, s, i, u, respectively. We say pdsίu matrices M and M x are congruent if M 1 -UMU T for some iuU. Congruence is an equivalence relation on the set of n x n pdsiu matrices. The number of equivalence classes (briefly: C-classes) is finite and in fact [2] is one for 1 ^ n ^ 7, two for 8 ^ n ^ 11, and three for n -12, 13. If G is a finite group we say pdsiu group matrices M and M 1 are G-congruent if M 1 = UMU T for some in group matrix U for G. Since sums, products, inverses, and transposes of group matrices for G are still group matrices for G, G congruence is an equivalence relation on the set of pdsiu group matrices for G. Not much is known about the equivalence classes (briefly: G-classes). In this paper we find all G-classes and determine their relationship with the C-classes for all groups of order n ^ 13; we also get a little information for n > 13. Our interest in this problem stems from the following Theorem 1, proved in [8] . 
. If a pdsίu group matrix M for G is in the principal C-class then M is in the principal G-class, when G is solvable.
The principal class is, of course, the class containing I n , the n x n identity matrix.
One may ask: are there any pdsiu group matrices for G, other than the identity? THEOREM 
There exist pdsiu group matrices for G in addition to the identity precisely when G is not any of the following types of groups:
( i) the direct product of cyclic groups of orders two and/or four; (ii) the direct product of cyclic groups of orders two and/or three; (iii) the quaternion group or the direct product of the quaternion group with cyclic groups of order two.
Proof. Combining the discussion on p. 340 of [6] with Theorem 11 of [1] shows that an iu group matrix for G exists which is not a permutation matrix or the negative of a permutation matrix precisely when G is not any of the groups (i), (ii), (iii). If M is an iu group matrix for G, not a permutation matrix or the negative of a permutation matrix, then MM T is a pdsiu group matrix for G and not the identity since the (i, i) element of MM T is the sum of squares of the integers in row i of M.
Concerning the finiteness of the G-class number, only the following fact is known. THEOREM 
The G class number is finite if G is abelian.
Proof. This follows from the argument of [3] , making use of Lemma 2 of [7] . 2* Two lemmas. Let P = P n be the n X n companion matrix of the polynomial An w x π circulant is, by definition, a polynomial in P Λ . It is also a group matrix for the cyclic group of order n.
Since P n is unitarily diagonable, given a circulant n-L Λ7~ ^"1 ,γ ~pi there exists a unitary F, independent of X, such that FXF* -diag (fo, ξ u , ί^^i) where
Here α> is a primitive wth root of unity. We make frequent use of this fact. If Y = (Y iά ) is partitioned into blocks Y i3 -each of which is a circulant and if W=V + V+--+V(+ denotes direct sum) then each of the blocks in WYlf* is diagonalized. One may find a permutation matrix Q for which QWYW*Q* splits into a direct sum. In the computations of § § 4-9 some of the direct summands will again be circulants and so may themselves be unitarily diagonalized. In this manner we obtain the unitary U and the irreducible constituents of the group matrices of § § 4-9. We also use the fact that a circulant equation like Z = XY holds if and only if ζ^Z) = ξ^X^^Y) for all i.
3* The C-classes Φ r + I jy where Φ r does not represent one* Let Φ r be an r x r pdsiu matrix (not necessarily a group matrix) such that xΦ r x τ Φ 1 for any integral vector x. β then ?/ = ±xQ\ for some 7, 0 g 7 < p, and this contradicts the choice of y. Thus the integral vectors representing one come in nonoverlapping sets of 2p. We thus have j = 0 (mod p). Since r + j ΞΞ 0 (mod p), we get r ΞΞ 0 (mod p), a contradiction. Now let Φ n (for ?i ΞΞ 0 (mod 4), n > 4) be the matrix on p. 331 of [5] . Then it is known that Φ n is pdsiu and Φ n does not represent one. Representatives of the nonprincipal C-classes up to n = 13 are
The only non principal n x n C-classes for n g 13 that can contain a group matrix are the C-classes of Φ 8 and Φ 12 .
4* The dihedral group of order eight* The dihedral group of order 2n is generated by two elements α, δ with a n = b 2 = 1, b^ab = or 1 . If we take the elements in the order 1, a, a 2 , then the group matrix X has the form , a n~\ 6, ba, ba 2 , , ba n( For X to be in each of ε^ ε 2 , ε 3 , ε 4 , det X x must be ±1 since each of these is a rational integer. Since the matrix in (3) is unitary, (3), (4), (5), (6) to construct an in group matrix X. The pdsiu group matrices arise when εj. = ε 2 = ε 3 = ε 4 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. This last condition is satisfied since the ε^X) are ±1. Here, and henceforth, let p u p 2 , p 2 , p ά stand for integers which may independently be ±1. We now use a descent argument. We attempt to choose
2)
As in the proof of Lemma 2, we have 3 , D x = 0. Then X is iu and by (8) we can choose the signs p u p 2 
. Then X is w and by (8) we may choose the signs p i9 p 2 , p 4 so that (11) or (12) is a region of infinite extent with a portion of two hyperbolas as part of the boundary. The only points in this region with even integral coordinates have either C γ ~ 0 or
Thus any pdsiu group matrix Y is in the same G-class as I 8 or else in the G-class of a Y for which C γ --= ±2, D γ = ±2, A γ = 3. That these last four possible Y are in the same G-class is seen as follows. Let T denote the pdsiu group matrix with
Thus the G-class number is ^2. If it were one there would be an X such that X^X? = / 2 . Lemma 2 then shows that if det X x = 1 we have C 5* The other groups of order eight* The cyclic group of order eight is completely worked out in [4] . The G class number is two. The only pdsiu group matrix belonging to any of the remaining groups of order eight is 7 8β 6* The cyclic group of order twelve* Let X = xj n + x λ P 12 + • + x u P n .
Take ω = (3 1/2 + ί)/2 for the primitive root of unity of order twelve. Then for a unitary U, UXU* = diag (f 0 , fi, , in) where (see (1) 2 )/4 = 1 since ί 0 , f 3 , ί 6) fo ar^ units in the Gaussian integers, hence roots of unity. As Tj^rj^Tj^ η 9 are rational integers, exactly one of η 0 , ^3, ^6, VQ is ±1, the other three are zero. We now show that we can find a circulant W of the form ±P* so that in XW we have (18) 7J 0 -1 -ξ 0 = ξ 3 = <J 6 = and ξ 2 = ±1. If, for X, η 0 = ±1 then by (13), ξ 0 = ξ 8 = ί 6 = f 9 = 7? 0 and for X(η 0 I 12 ), (18) is satisfied. If, for X, ^ = ±1, then by (13), ίo = ^3, ί 3 = ί)?3, ί β = -^3, ί 9 = -i)? 3 . Then, for X(η 3 P? 2 ), (18) is satisfied. If, for X, % = ±1, then by (13), ξ 0 = 3? β , f 3 = -^β, ί 6 = %, ί 9 = ~7} 6 . Then, for X(%Pk), (18) is satisfied. If, for X, η 9 = ±1, then by (13), ίo = ^9, ί 3 = -ift, ίβ = -%, ί 9 = ^%, and for X()7 9 P I2 ), (18) ; that is ζ 2 = ±1. Thus we have achieved our claim. Note that ζ 4 is also a unit in JS(( -3) 1/2 ) and that the rational part of the numerator of ί 4 is congruent (mod 2) to the rational part of the numerator of ξ 2 . Since the only units in R(( -3) 1/2 ) are (± 1 ± (-3)^2)/2 or ±2/2, ξ 2 -±1 forces £ 4 -±1.
We now construct the pdsίu circulants X. These have all ξ { real and positive, whence (18) Then by the remarks of the previous paragraph, we may, after changing XW to X, assume that M = XX Γ where, for X, (18) holds and ξ z = ±1, ί 4 = ±1. From (14) and (18) we get Solving (19), (20), (21) From (22) we first obtain x δ = x 7 , then x b -x 7 -0. But then we contradict (23). Hence the G-class number is two.
7* The alternating group of order twelve* This group is generated by elements α, δ, c with α 2 = δ 2 = c 3 = 1, ab = ba, ac = cαδ, δc = cα. The irreducible constituents of the group matrix X are most easily computed if we take the group elements in the order, 1, α, δ, ab, c, ca, cb, cab, 2) is orthogonal. Hence, mod 2, W is a permutation matrix. We may find a 3 x 3 permutation matrix Q such that, mod 2, WQ = / 3 . We can do more. If we permit Q to be a generalized permutation matrix (nonzero entries are ± 1) we can force WQ = / 3 (mod 2) and each diagonal element of WQ is =l(mod4). Changing notation and letting WQ be W, we have 
Note that x 0 , , ίc n are integers if and only if a == α:, δ Ξ /3, c = 7, d = δ (mod 2). As ε^ ε 2 , ε 3 , ε 4 , det X 1? det X 2 are rational integers, X is unimodular if and only if e ly ε 2 , ε 3 , ε 4 , det X u det X 2 are each ±1. Hence, as with the dihedral group of order eight, exactly one of V^V^V^V^ ^s ±1 an d the other three are zero. By considering the formulas for det X x and det X 2 (mod 3), we find det X x = det X 2 = 1 if ft or rj 2 is ±1, and det X λ = det X 2 = -1 if ft or ft is ±1. The pdsiu group matrices arise when ft = 1 and JSΓ lfl and X 2)1 are real and positive. If ft or ft is ±1 we let JSΓ M = (^+ (-3) 1^) /2, X lf2 = (C x +(
The first of these conditions need not concern us as ε^(X) is always to be ±1. We proceed to show that, given Y, we can choose Xiu such that Z 2 = I 2 . If Y 2 = I 2 we have nothing to do. Otherwise we compute as in Lemma 2 that
We now assign special values to the quantities entering into X. If we put η x = -p u η 2 = τj 3 = η, = 0, a = α = ft, 6 = /9 = -ft, c = 7 = ft, d = δ = -ft then we get ^4 X = Sί x = 4ft, 5 X = S9 X = 0, C x = © x = 3ft Z) x --^2 > ® χ = ft. For this ml, Sί^ -SI F < 0 will hold if Choosing the signs ft, ft, ft suitably, (29) and (30) 
respectively. Now the region in the positive quadrant of the (£ F , S) F plane satisfying neither (34) nor (35) is a region of infinite extent with hyperbolas as part of the boundary. Remembering that E 7 Ξ0 (mod 3), we find several points (| E F |, | ® F |) in our region: (| (£ F |, | ® F |) = (0, 2), (3, 1) , (3, 2) and points with | & F | = | ® F | and points with ® F = 0. The points (0, 2), (3, 1) , (3, 2) give §I F = 4 or 5 and this can be rejected on the grounds that a pdsίu Y has 33 F -0, rj 1 Thus assume Y 2 -I 2 . Our next goal is, using only X for which X 2 X 2 * = J 2 , to make A z < A γ .
Notice that Y" 2 = I 2 and η x = l implies that the parameters a, β, 7, δ of Y 2 are α = 1, /9 = 7 = δ = 0. Thus the parameters α, 6, c,d of Y satisfy α==l, 6 = c = c£=0 (mod 2). Hence C Γ Ξ0 (mod 6) and fl r ΞCΞ -c = C F (mod 4). We next determine those X for which X 2 -^2* = •£>. By Lemma 2 these X must have K x = ® x -0, so that W x + 333^ = 4, §ί x = ±2, S3 X = 0, or §I X =• ±1, S3 X = ±1. It is then easy to determine the parameters a, β, 7, δ of X. We find that if η ι or )? 2 is ±1 then 7 = δ -0 and not both α, /3 are odd; and if ΎJ Z or τ^4 is ±1 then a = β -0 and not both 7, δ are odd. So in X the parameters α, 6, c, d are restricted by: both c, d are even and not both α, 6 are odd in the cases when rj 1 or η 2 is ±1; and both α, 6 are even and not both c, d are odd in the cases when )7 3 or )? 4 is ±1. In particular if we put η ι = -p 1 ,a = 0,β=- 
We now seek X for which ^U < A γ and X 2 X 2 * = I 2 . To this end we give special values to the parameters in X. Put η 1 = p u η 2 -τj 3 -η± = 0, α = p l9 a = ^^ 6 = -2^2, β = 0, 7 = c = 0, d = 2^4, δ = 0. Then A x -2p u B x = -4:p 2i C x -0, D x = 4^4, X is in and X 2 X 2 * = I 2 . From (27) we find that the signs p u ρ 2j p 4 can be chosen to make A z < A τ if
Finally we set η^-
We can, using (27), choose the signs ft, ft, ft so that
Using ^4 is a rational integer so either X 2tl = 0 or X, 2 -0. When X is pdsiu, X 2Λ is thus a positive unit in the field of R{{ -3) 1/2 ), hence X 2fl = 1 and hence X 2 = / 2 . But always if X is just iu we have X^Xf = JΓ 2 . We show X>, 2 -0 when rj ι or η 2 is ±1; and X 2>1 = 0 when 5? 3 or η A is ±1. If we had η 1 or ^2 equal to ±1 and X 2Λ = 0 we would have 3α -rj 1 + τ? 2 = 0, which is not true for any integer a. Similarly if τj 3 or 7^4 is ±1 then X 2f2 = 0 is absurd. From this point on the discussion is almost word for word the same as the discussion in § 8. We introduce A X ,B X ,C X ,D X , % x , S3 X , (£ x , ® x as in § 8. We have just established that (£ x = ® x = 0 and that Y 2 = I 2 if Y is pdsiu. We now carry on from the point in § 8 at which we assumed Y 2 ~ I 2 . The conclusion we reach is that the G-class number is two. 10* The lioncyclic abeliaii group of order twelve* By Theorem 2 the only pdsiu group matrix for this group is I 12 .
11Φ Summary* Let Φ n be the matrix on p. 331 of [5] . THEOREM 
5.
For all groups G of order n :g 13, the G-class number is one, except for the cyclic groups of orders 8 and 12, the dihedral groups of orders 8 and 12, the alternating group A^ and the remaining nonabelian group of order twelve. In each of these exceptional cases the G-class number is two and the nonprincipal G-class is contained in the C-class of Φ n .
